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Number 1
amongst training 

companies

98% of highest 
notes from 

satisfied clients

We have been 
gathering experience 

since 2007

800 000 of 
Customers trust us

We are one of the biggest training company in Poland.

Our team consists of experiened managers from the best training and consulting companies, working 
locally and internationally.

We inspire changes we perceived by our Customers as a reliable partner in increasing, competitiveness 
and effectiveness.

We want our solutions to be practical and pragmatic, that is why our trainings, courses and studies are 
applicative and a valuable source of knowledge.
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We are the leader on market



We are the laureate of many prizes
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We work with the best

To every project that 
we realize, we carefully 
choose trainers, who 
would perfectly match 
to the task, topic, 
organization and a 
group.

Currently we have 
been cooperating 
with more than 300 
specialists such  as 
expertauditors 
tax advisors, 
legal counsel, 
psychologists 
business practitioner, 
programmers and IT 
specialits.

Vast knowledge, 
huge experience and 
professionalism of our 
staff quarantee the best 
quality of knowledge, 
ensuring the individual 
approach and possibility 
of development.

Paying attention to 
the highest standard 
of our services, we 
cooperate only with 
highly experienced 
experts who have huge 
expertise in their fields.
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We offer you diffrent kinds of development

Trainings
 · open, closed and away trainings
 · programmes adapted to the market needs
 · a dose of professional and practical knowledge
 · individual consultations

Post-graduate studies
 · exceptional studies
 · dedicated programs
 · lectures practical classes, workshops

UE projects
 · govermental projects
 · application for local goverments and companies 
 · subsidies for trainings, consulting for companies and individual
 · diversified topics

Vocational trainings
 · high substantive level
 · 100% of practical advice
 · professional vocational training
 · MEN certificate confirming qualifications

Conferences
 · unique events
 · outstanding lecturers
 · current topics
 · inspiring exchange of experience
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We provide comprehensive knowledge

www.akademiamddp.pl

Trainings for accounting and finances

Professional trainings Business trainings

Budget trainings Computer trainings
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We provide trainings throvghout the country
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We provide te highest quality

Our training rooms are equipped 
with the high quality computer 
and multimedia devices. All of 
the devices are connected with 
high-speed Internet.

We quarantee high-quality 
catering.

Our classes are organised in 
modern, spacious and air-
conditioned training rooms, 
located in our high quality in 
Atrium Towers which is located 
in the heart of the city. In other 
cities we do our best to provide 
you the most prestigious places.
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„The training was useful and practical with lots of examples. The contact with lecturer and participants was excellent. 
Special attention was paid to risk.”

McDonald’s

„High substantive level of trainng, vast knowledge of the lecturers.”
Polsat

„Well-organized training, lectures with huge knowledge and expertise, new interpretation of low, indicating the new 
possibilites of solving problems.”

Play

„Training was conducted in a decent way.The lecturers were not only theorists, but also experienced practitioners.
Location was excellent.”

BP

„I asses the training very well, the lecturer was nicely prepared, providing fast and specific answers.”
Vattenfall

„Very professional and practical training with lots of examples.The lecturer was explaining in detalis all of the pro-
blems and cases.”

Raiffeisen Polbank

„The training was very interesting and led in a curious way, lots of discussions, tackling with individual cases.”
PGE

„The training was led in a professional and comprehensive way. I definitley learnt a lot and got many benefits.”
PGNiG

„Professionally organized training, the knowledge was passed in an interesting way.You had the feeling that the time 
was flying quickly and you wanted more.”

LOTOS

„Well-organized, close to the railway station, excellent training and staff opened to problems. I became familiar with 
plenty of solutions, my participation was definitley valuable.”

Budimex

„Excellent training, specific options in Excel were thoroughly explained,marvellous lecturer who was very positive and 
was having „a healthy distant” to participants’ problems.”

Oriflame

Our clients about us
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  Brand

  Experts

  Programme

  Quality

  Certificate

  Organization

Leading consulting-training company in Poland.

Practitioners with huge experience, laureates of prestigeous 
prize.

Current market problems, practical cases.

Proprietary curriculum and training materials individual 
approach to participant.

Appreciated and recognizable brand in the market.

Spacious training rooms high-quality catering convemient 
localizations.

Why is it worth to choose us?
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Akademia MDDP Sp. z o.o. Sp. k.
al. Jana Pawła II 25
00-854 Warszawa

biuro@akademiamddp.pl www.akademiamddp.pl(22) 208 28 26


